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The United Way’s Effects on Donor Behavior
Introduction
The United Way of America (UWA) is one of the oldest charities in the United
States. The United Way began in 1913 in Cleveland and has grown from that one branch
into an organization of over 1,300 branches in the U.S.; each with local leadership from
the community and a local branch manager. Each community branch follows the
headquarters’ guidelines and regulations. Every local United Way raises its own funds in
an annual campaign that occurs in the fall. In 2006, the combined annual campaign of all
United Ways generated over $4.07 billion dollars, clearly making it the largest nonprofit
in the United States1.
Each United Way has member organizations. These member organizations sign a
contract with the United Way that allows the United Way to fundraise for their
organizations. The United Way’s sole purpose is to fundraise; organizations whose
purpose is to fundraise are called “federated funds”. The United Way’s service is to raise
funds at a lower cost than most non-profits can on their own. The United Way, due to
economies of scale, can raise funds at a small cost of only 10 cents per dollar2. Once the
funds have been collected they are distributed among member organizations. Member
organizations are those that have a contract with the United Way, and there are hundreds
of such partners. 57% of the United Way’s funds are distributed among 13 member
organizations or agencies3. The most popular agencies include the Family Service, Boy
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Scouts, Girl Scouts, Boys Clubs, YMCAs, YWCAs, the Salvation Army, and the Red
Cross.
The United Way has received much criticism for its allocation process and the
small number of new member organizations that are admitted every year. The allocation
process of the United Way involves community members that democratically decide
where funding is placed. The United Way is uniquely structured to involve community
members in the allocation process of community funds. The allocation process of the
United Way begins with the formation of panels made up of community volunteers from
all walks of life. United Way staff members organize the panels that review member
agencies’ programs to assess their importance. The panels then deliberate and complete
an allocation recommendation to the board of governors (leaders of the United Way)4.
The board of governors has the opportunity to amend the recommendations as it sees fit.
Many criticize this process because they argue that the United Way may restrict the
growth of young nonprofits because of the difficultly of becoming a member agency and
its extreme loyalty to 13 of its member agencies. This thesis will look at whether the
United Way’s allocation process does in fact restrict entrance and if so, whether that
inhibits the amount of social welfare in the nation.
In order for the United Way to allocate funds, it must first raise the funds to
allocate. The major source of funding of the United Way is professional work places.
The all branches of the United Way have adopted a weekly payroll deduction system to
raise the majority of its funds.5 Under this system, the United Way asks a company’s
employees to pledge a portion of their weekly salary, which the employer automatically
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deducts from employees’ weekly paychecks and then gives this amount to the local UWA
branch. This system is beneficial to the employer as well because there is less disruption
in the workplace. The main access to this system is through the United Way, therefore
giving it monopoly status in work place solicitation. This thesis will determine if the
alleged monopoly status of the United Way is statistically proven by seeing what percent
market share the United Way has in the nonprofit industry.
Once monopoly status has been identified, this thesis will study the effects of the
monopoly on the nonprofit market. This study will answer whether the allocation process
of the United Way prohibits entry. It will also answer whether the fundraising efforts of
the United Way are more efficient than the average nonprofit. The thesis will also
determine if the monopoly increases the funds raised or decreases the amount raised. A
microeconomic model will be constructed to see if the existence of the monopoly affects
the demand and supply of the market. I hypothesize that the United Way is a monopoly
that engages in exclusionary pricing, which reduces the price to donate below the average
variable costs of potential entrants into the market. This exclusionary pricing deters entry
and fewer nonprofits enter the market. I hypothesize that the reduction in nonprofits will
cause less aggregate donations to occur, and social welfare will be reduced.
Section 1: Literature Review
According to the findings of an anonymous article (1982) in The Yale Law
Journal, only a small amount of nonprofits have access to become member agencies of
the United Way and the fact that the United Way is the main nonprofit that can solicit in
the workplace creates a barrier to entry into the nonprofit market. To charities that are
unable to join federated funds like the United Way, the existence of federated funds
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represents a large threat. The United Way exists to conduct joint fundraising on the
behalf of their member agencies6. The United Way has adopted a very effective
solicitation system: the payroll deduction system. This article found that this system
accounted for approximately 2.4 billion dollars of the United Way’s revenues, which
account for 60% of the overall revenues in 19827.

Work place solicitations are

generally disruptive so employers prefer to limit the number of charities that solicit8. The
tension between the cost efficiency of the payroll deductions and the disruption of
workplace solicitation lead to single-fund drives headed by the United Way. This article
finds that most employers allow the United Way to solicit giving in the workplace
because of their name recognition; this gives the United Way a natural advantage. .
Furthermore, this article finds that federated funds only admit
organizations under their umbrella that have proven their validity as an independent
charity for several years, therefore making it very difficult to gain the support of the
United Way. In addition federated funds only admit agencies that share the same values,
excluding many charities that address controversial issues9. The Yale Law Journal argues
that this behavior excludes many nonprofits from entering the nonprofit market. The
article demonstrates that many nonprofits that have been denied membership in a
federated fund or direct access to workplace solicitation, have filed lawsuits claiming that
the federated fund has violated the Sherman Act. The Yale Law Journal article brings
attention to the possible legal actions that could be taken if the United Way continues to
deter entry into the market.
6
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Jeremy Thorton (2006) in his article Nonprofit Fund Raising in Competitive
Donor Markets, argues the opposite of the Yale Law Journal and states that the
noncompetition is beneficial for the market. Thorton bases his argument on solicitation
costs. He suggests that donors are sensitive to expense ratios and therefore the demand
curve for donations is downward sloping. Thorton’s theory is that an increase in
competition may force fundraising costs to inefficiently high levels, meaning donors will
donate less due to the increase in overhead costs10. Thorton is implying that the donation
market is a natural monopoly where it is more efficient to have less competition and
allow a monopoly to use its economies to scale to provide the most benefit at the smallest
cost. Thorton uses the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI) index to prove the
concentration of the market and that as the concentration of the market increases,
aggregate solicitation decreases. The model in this paper suggests that as the HHI index
becomes more concentrated, more donations are received. This suggests that the lack of
competition reduces the amount of solicitation as Thorton suggests, and increases the
number of donations because there is less competition. According to Thorton, the market
should be highly concentrated because it is more efficient.
Solicitation and its costs have a large impact on the nonprofit market. According
to Greenlee and Gordon (1998) solicitors increase the administration costs of the
organization. Yet, professional solicitors increase the amount of donations the nonprofits
receive. Greenlee and Gordon suggest that smaller nonprofits use professional solicitors
because they lack in-house solicitors11. This means that small nonprofits have higher
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overhead costs that might lead donors to choose a larger nonprofit because it is more cost
efficient. A survey conducted by Greenlee and Gordon suggests that donors expect
approximately 25% of their donation to go towards overhead costs. This suggests that
nonprofits such as the United Way were only 10% of a donation goes to overhead costs
will be more appealing to a typical donor. This overhead cost advantage once again leads
to the conclusion that the United Way is a monopoly. Greenlee and Gordon suggest this
cost advantage will lead to fewer nonprofits in the market and therefore aggregate
donations will decrease.
Further research has documented the effects that an increase in competition will
have on the nonprofit market. Emily Barman (2002) examines how the United
Way/Crusade of Mercy in Chicago reacted to increases in competition. She suggests that
as competition increases, nonprofits attempt to differentiate and send signals of quality12.
The United Way in her study stressed accountability and trust by stating that 90 cents of
every dollar was donated to charitable services13. The United Way continued to
differentiate itself by using the analogy that a donation to the United Way was an
investment in the community and that an “investment” with the United Way had a greater
return than other nonprofits. The United Way further identified itself by stating the
variety of member agencies’ benefits to society. By supporting a diverse set of social
problems with a donation to the United Way it is argued that an individual gets more out
of their donation14. Barman finds that the United Way used the “investment” and “dollar
goes further” analogies to signal quality to donors. The United Way, according to
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Barman, was able to send out a strong signal because branding campaigns are expensive
and few nonprofits have the ability to do so. Barman links differentiation of the United
Way as another reason people choose the United Way when they donate.
The United Way: Exercising Monopoly Power?
The United Way is one of the most dominant nonprofits in the United States, and
its position in the nonprofit sector has a significant impact on the market. The point of
this section is to determine whether or not the United Way is a monopoly so that we can
analyze the impact that status has on the nonprofit sector. Economic monopolies are
defined under the Section 2 of the Sherman Act as a company or nonprofit that controls
over 50 percent of the market15. The key question, therefore, is what defines the scope of
the market. Ford Motors does not have a monopoly on the world market for autos, but
that market share is increased significantly when the scope is limited to the United States.
Market share is at best a crude indicator of a firm’s economic power because it does not
take into account the elasticity of demand or how vulnerable the product is to
substitution. Despite these imperfections, market share restriction has been more than
sufficient to keep firms from gaining too much power within a given industry. Market
share is an indicator of economic power because the larger a firm’s market share, the
more able it is to set the price of its good in the industry16. The ability of a firm to set the
prices has a negative impact on consumers because firms can set the prices above the
market price, and it is for this reason that the United States enacted the Sherman Act.
Most monopolistic studies have been conducted in for-profit industries. In a
market with imperfect competition, such as a monopolized market, there exists the ability
15
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to differentiate and collude.17 In perfectly competitive markets, there exist enough firms
that one firm has no effect on the price, the product in the market is homogenous, and
perfect knowledge exists (the same information is available to all). Neoclassical
competition theory suggests that in a perfectly competitive market the market fixes the
price; therefore a firm’s marginal revenue is the horizontal line that represents the price
as figure 1 demonstrates. That is to say, the demand curve for a firm in a perfectly
competitive market is horizontal. In a perfectly competitive market, a firm produces
where the marginal cost is equal to the marginal revenue and the average cost. Where
MC = MR= AC, there are no economic profits to be realized, resource allocation is
efficient, and social welfare is maximized. Is the nonprofit industry structure that of
perfect competition as described above?
Figure 1
MC
P

AC
P=D=MR

Q

17
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At first glance the nonprofit market seems to be perfectly competitive. It is a
market that consists of over 1,064,191 nonprofits in 200718. Furthermore, it demonstrates
perfect information because financial data on the internet is easily available; yet the
product nonprofits produce is not identical. However, due to the ability to differentiate
through advertising and using the donations in very different ways, the nonprofit market
can be accurately described as an imperfectly competitive market. This suggests that
nonprofits such as the United Way have a negatively sloped demand curve for donations,
meaning that if they increase their price they would not lose all of their customers as a
nonprofit in a perfectly competitive market would19. The price of a product for the
United Way is the cost of donating, which is the amount donated plus the transaction
costs of donating. For example, if an individual were to donate a dollar to the United
Way it would cost a dollar plus the 10-cent envelope and the 41 cent stamp to mail the
contribution for a total price of $1.51 (this does not include the cost of the time it takes).
In this case it cost $1.51 to donate a dollar! The United Way can therefore reduce the
price of donations by reducing the transaction costs of donating. The question is by how
much can the United Way reduce transaction costs? If the United Way is able to reduce
its transaction cost significantly more than its competitors, this may give it a monopoly
position. If the United Way has monopoly power it is important to determine whether or
not this is beneficial to society.
According to modern theory, the great benefit of monopolies is that they produce
at extremely high quantities that enable them to produce at a smaller per unit cost, known
as economies of scale. In theory, consumers pay less because a dominant for-profit firm
18
19
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produces at a lower cost, and transfers the cost savings onto the consumer by charging a
lower price20. However, it is important to note the negative impacts of a monopoly as
well. Monopolistic firms rarely transfer the savings of scale economies to the consumer
because the firm realizes its demand curve is downward sloping21. The downward
sloping demand curve means that if the firm raises it prices it will not lose all of its
customers22. The price that the monopolistic nonprofit charges will be greater than the
market determined price23. The increase in prices will decrease the quantity consumed,
which will lead to resource misallocation. A decrease in consumption will reduce the
quantity supplied and resources that are best used in production of the good with the
reduction in supply are used in a different manner. When the resources are used in a less
efficient capacity, they are in essence wasted. The final negative impact of monopolies is
the reduction in social welfare that is a result of higher prices. In Figure 224, price X is
the price in a perfectly competitive market where the marginal cost (MC1) is equal to the
average cost (AC1). The price PM is the price of the good when under imperfect
competition due to a monopoly. The price PM is greater than X and the quantity
produced by the monopoly, QM, is less than the quantity produced under perfect
competition, QC. The higher price and reduction in quantity produced leads to a
reduction in the social welfare; represented by the triangle ABC. However, it is
important to note that the emergence of the monopoly reduces the average cost to AC2
and the marginal cost to MC2, both of which are represented by line Y. The area XYBT
is the cost savings due to the monopoly’s economies of scale. If area XYBT exceeds area
20
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ABC, then the monopoly improves social welfare because the cost reduction is greater
than the welfare loss. If the opposite case is true (ABC is greater than XYBT) then
antitrust laws should be enforced to ensure that social welfare is maximized.

P

A
PM

B

C
AC1=MC1

X

AC2=MC2

Y

T
D

QM

QC

Q
Figure 2

As stated earlier scope presents a problem in determining whether the UWA is a
monopoly, therefore I plan to determine whether or not the United Way is a monopoly on
several levels. The levels under study will be the national level, the state level, urban
county level, rural county level, and the workplace. The percentage or market share will
be determined by the amount of donations the United Way receives in comparison to the
total amount of donations in the specified market. By examining market share in
percentage of donations I will be determining whether or not the United Way has a
monopolistic position in the donation market.
12

The first level of analysis will be on the national level. Last year over $295.02
billion was donated in the United States25. Of this, individual donations make up 75.6%
of contributions26. The market for donations is therefore a vast industry with over a
million nonprofits vying for as much of the $295.02 billion as they can. The largest
nonprofit, the United Way of America, only receives a small fraction of the donations.
Although over 12 million people donate to the United Way annually, it was only able to
raise $4.07 billion in 200627. The $4.07 billion raised represents 1.3% of the total given
to nonprofits nationwide in 2006, clearly showing that despite its size, the United Way on
the national level does not qualify as a monopoly.
The next level of analysis is the state level. Washington State data will be used in
this analysis to determine whether or not the United Way has a monopoly advantage on
the state level. In 2005, Washington State had 7,695 nonprofit organizations that
collected $5.3 million in contributions28. Of this, the 27 United Ways of Washington
counties collected $156,163,31829. Therefore, United Ways of Washington account for
2.92% of donations in the state of Washington. Although 2.9% is an increase in market
concentration from the national level, it still does not constitute a monopolistic position in
the market. It is clear that as we narrow the scope, the market becomes more
concentrated and the United Way grows in power.
At the urban county level, I will analyze the two most populated counties in
Washington; King and Pierce Counties. According to the National Center for Charitable

25
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Statistics (NCCS) data, in 2005 King County raised more than $3,593,160,03330. King
County had 3,039 nonprofits, showing that market is relatively saturated and monopoly
power does not exist. Due to the large number of nonprofits in the county; the United
Way of King County and its branches raised $100,700,00031 in 2005, meaning it captured
2.8% of donations. This figure is almost identical to that of the United Ways at the state
level. This demonstrates that the urban market is large enough that it does not allow a
large nonprofit to have a favorable market position, and once again we find that the
United Way is not a monopoly. The scenario is Pierce County is similar. NCCS data
states that Pierce County has eight hundred and ninety six 503 (C1) nonprofit
organizations that collected $326, 952, 34932. The United Way of Pierce County
collected $9,955,581 or 3.01% of the market33. This is slightly higher than in King
County but, once again, falls short of the 50% market shared required to exhibit
monopolistic power. Thus far, the United Way has not exhibited monopoly power on all
three levels analyzed.
In rural counties, the number and diversity of nonprofits are far smaller. By
looking at Clark County and Colombia County, we will examine rural United Ways. In
2005 Columbia County nonprofits raised $970, 52334 of which the United Way
contributed only $44, 57535. The United Way only contributed 4.61% of the market,
which were far below my expectations. Due to the rural area Colombia County
encompasses, I expected market dominance by the United Way because there are fewer
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nonprofits in rural areas. The United Way has a large brand image and support from
headquarters that give it competitive advantages, yet these advantages did not seem to
make a difference. However, Clark County demonstrates a market share closer to my
expectations. In 2005, Clark County nonprofits raised $122,309,909 among only 289
organizations.36 The United Way of Clark County itself raised $18, 421,04437 for a
significant 15% of the donations market. Although 15% is much greater than the
national, state, and urban levels it is not large enough to exhibit monopoly power, but it is
large enough to be able to impact the market. If the United Way was able to exhibit
monopoly power in the nonprofit market, they would reduce costs which would allow
them to increase output and receive more donations.
The final area of interest is the workplace. Workplace donations are donations
that are made in the workplace, more specifically automatic paycheck deductions and
campaigns within the office. Data available on workplace donations is limited, so the
analysis of the workplace market is on the national level. Campaigns in the workplace in
2001 accounted for approximately two percent of total contributions in the United States
that totaled $200 billion.38 This may seem insignificant, but it is a key source of funding
for The United Way and many other nonprofits. 25% of American workers are employed
by companies with workplace campaigns; showing the importance of this resource to
nonprofits39. However, since 1991, workplace donations have been on the decline with
the participation rate of employees in workplace campaigns falling to 35% in 200140.
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The United Way is one of approximately 205 charities able to partake in workplace
campaigns41. Despite the seemingly large amount of nonprofits in this market, the United
Way in 2001 had an astounding market share of 88.85% of donations less than $1,00042.
This alone accounts for 43.5% of the United Way’s contributions in 2001 or
$1,771,290,81443. When including gifts of over $1,000, the United Way’s market share
increases to 92.84%44. The 92.84% market share in workplace donations clearly defines
the United Way as a monopoly. The United Way monopoly in the workplace has two
theoretical effects. The first is that the monopoly is beneficial because having no
competition means lower overhead costs and therefore more of each dollar donated is
actually received by those in need. The countering argument is that the monopoly means
that many areas of need are neglected, and donors are not able to choose where their
funds are directed.
To counter donor’s inability to choose where funds are allocated, the United Way
has adapted a donor choice program that allows donors to choose where their money is
allocated. However, this program is not as efficient as it seems. The United Way’s
changing focus has led donors to seek out different nonprofits and as a result many
Alternative Funds, small nonprofits with a social change emphasis, have been formed.
The United Way has changed its focus from the workplace to gaining more
corporate and large individual gifts. In 1991, the traditional workplace campaign made
up of 61.48% of all contributions while that number has decreased to 44.86% in 200145.
The 16.62% decrease has been replaced by a large increase in major gifts (over $1,000).
41
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Major donations as a percentage of all allocations have increased 18.72% to 28.10% in
200146. Corporate gifts have increased as well; increasing 17.7% from 1991 to 2001
while traditional gifts (under a $1,000) have decreased 9.09 % during the same period.
The United Way’s focus in courting large donors and corporations has enabled smaller
alternative funds to enter the workplace market. Alternative Funds in 2001 had only a
small 11.5% market share, but are gaining much support because donors want to choose
the cause they donate to and Alternative Funds represent a variety of social causes. As
Alternative Funds become more popular in workplace giving, the question of how people
decide where to donate becomes more prominent. Why do people choose to give to the
United Way rather than Alternative Funds? Does the United Way monopoly in the
workplace market affect donors? What effect does the United Way monopoly have on
the charitable market? With over one million nonprofits to choose from how does a
donor decide where to donate, and is that choice rational and efficient? The next section
will attempt to find a model that helps answer the questions above so that we are able to
better understand donor behavior.
Effects of Fundraising
One of the most important impacts on donor behavior is fundraising. The ability
to fundraise enables nonprofits to win donors and receive funds from a wide range of
people and places. The large size of the United Way enables it to fundraise more
effectively due to the availability of resources. The United Way’s connection with many
large companies may make employees of those companies feel obligated to donate. This
section will analyze the effects of the United Way’s monopolistic position in the
workplace donation market and how it affects donors’ decisions.
46
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The United Way, due to its size, has resources and technology that allow it to
fundraise more efficiently than other nonprofits, resulting in over allocation to the United
Way. Fundraising has inputs such as volunteer time and unpaid media advertising that
lead to the output of donations47. It is a widely held that as fundraising costs increase, the
amount of donations received will increase as well. Figure 3 represents the production
function of fundraising48. The vertical axis is the amount of donations received (D) and
the horizontal axis is the fundraising costs (C). As you follow the production curve from
left to right you will see that the curve exhibits increasing marginal returns until point A,
where each additional dollar produces more donations than the previous dollar. From
point A to point B, the production curve demonstrates decreasing marginal returns,
meaning each additional dollar spent on fundraising produces fewer donations. From
point B on, the production function displays negative marginal returns, where an
additional dollar in fundraising expenditures actually reduces the total amount of
donations. What is the optimal fundraising expenditure for a nonprofit?

47
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Figure 3
D ($)

B

A

Costs ($)

To determine the optimal fundraising costs we must derive a curve for the total
donations and one for the net donations. Figure 4A demonstrates a production function
for a nonprofit firm, where the vertical axis is the total donations and once again the
fundraising costs are on the horizontal axis. A 45-degree line is placed in the graph
where anywhere along this line donations equal fundraising costs. If the production
function lies above the 45-degree line then the nonprofit is producing positive net
donations as figure 4B demonstrates. Net donations will vary with the amount of
fundraising expenditures. Figure 4B demonstrates that initially, net donations are
negative until the nonprofit has raised enough to cover the costs of fundraising,
represented by point D. Net donations are maximized at point E, which is not the point
where total donations are maximized, (point X in figure 4A).

19

The effect of size and resources is shown in the figure 5 production function. A
nonprofit such as the United Way would increase productivity and the effectiveness of
fundraising through programs such as paycheck deductions and volunteer fundraisers.
This productivity due to these resources would shift the production function upwards as
shown by figure 5. The increase in productivity allows the larger nonprofit to gain a
higher amount of total donations as well as net donations. If a second steeper production
function was drawn in figure 4A, then it would intersect the 45 degree line closer to the
origin, therefore allowing the larger nonprofit to realize positive net donations more
quickly as well as a higher maximum net donations than the smaller nonprofit that does
not have these resources available. The United Way, because it has more technology
(paycheck deductions, email campaigns, and mail campaigns) and resources, can spend
less and raise more. Since the United Way has this advantage, it is more available and
accessible to potential donors; it receives donations that may potentially go to other
causes. The existence of this advantage acts as a barrier to entry and reduces the amount
of potential nonprofits in the industry. A nonprofit that doesn’t have the technology or
manpower to run workplace campaigns, email campaigns, and mail campaigns may never
be able to enter the market and be a sustainable nonprofit.

20
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A key factor in fundraising productivity is the number of renewals versus new
donors49. The more renewal donors the charity has, the higher the production curve will
be because it does not have to fundraise to receive a renewing donor’s donation. Figure 5
demonstrates that technology and a large donor base will effectively increase the number
of donations by shifting the production curve upwards. The United Way is undoubtedly
producing at a higher production curve than most nonprofits due to its access to
technology and its large donor base. A study done by Boyle and Jacobs (1974)
demonstrates the extreme efficiency of the United Way by looking at per capita
49
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donations. For the sample of over 171 United Ways across the country, the mean value
of per capita giving to the United Way was $6.0950. The fundraising costs per person for
the campaign had a mean value of $0.2751. Meaning that the United Way spent an
average of 27 cents and received an average of $6.09; this is 2,255.55% return on
fundraising expenditure, which is the most efficient in the industry52. Compare this
figure to the American Cancer Society where the return was 940% and the American
Heart Association with a 725% return. The United Way is over two times more efficient
than the American Cancer Society and more than three times as efficient than the
American Heart Association.
The United Way’s monopoly on workplace donations means that other nonprofits
do not have access to the technology of the United Way; therefore, they will not be able
to reach the United Way’s levels of productivity. Despite this productivity, the United
Way according to Jacobs and Boyle is not functioning at the optimal level of point E in
figure 4B. Jacobs and Boyle calculate that the United Way could increase fundraising
expenses by $.10 per capita and receive a $1.64 increase in per capita donations53. This
suggests that the United Way is operating at a point on the production curve that exhibits
increasing returns to scale. The United Way could improve its efficiency in fundraising
and reach a wider audience through additional solicitation. Therefore, fundraising
campaigns greatly affect potential donors and have a large influence on where donors
donate.
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Soliciting Expenditures
Reasons People Donate and the United Way
Fundraising efforts is not the only reason that people give. Above we mentioned
the positive impact of fundraising: increasing total donations. However, there are
negative impacts that will be described in the pages that follow. Studies have been
conducted to attempt to understand why and how people donate. I will define six
reasons people donate (the fundraising effect, warm-glow effect, age/trust effect,
demonstration effect, and the tax effect) and demonstrate their impact on the United Way.
Fundraising affects donors by soliciting people to donate to specific causes.
Potential donors worry about where their dollars are being spent, and they hope that the
money they donate goes to the greatest good. A cause most consider unworthy is
fundraising costs. Donors are very conscious of the fundraising costs and overhead costs
of nonprofits. Fundraising costs are receiving growing attention, and many local
23

governments are attempting to regulate fundraising costs to reassure donors of fair
practice. In 1980 The Village of Schaumburg brought a case against Citizens for a Better
Environment for violating the municipal ordinance that prohibited fundraising costs to
exceed 25 percent of the nonprofit’s revenues54. The court ruled in favor of the
nonprofit, but since that trial, fundraising regulations have been put into legislation in all
but 11 states55. The widespread support of such legislation suggests that the public and
prospective donors do care about the fundraising percentage and take that into account
when deciding where to donate. Higher fundraising costs therefore have a negative
correlation to donations. That is to say if a potential donor where to be deciding between
two nonprofits A and B that had fundraising expenditures of 35% and 25% respectively,
then the donor would donate to nonprofit B. This is of course assuming that the service A
and B provide is identical. Weisbrod proves this in his 1988 study where he found that
donations do respond negatively to the fundraising percentage56. It was negative for all 7
industries in the study and statistically significant for 6 of those industries. A one percent
increase in the price of giving due to fundraising would decrease donations an estimated
2.65%57. As competition between nonprofits becomes more prevalent, fundraising costs
will be forced to increase. The competition will also force nonprofits to disclose their
fundraising costs and donors will look for the nonprofit with the lowest fundraising cost
that gives them the lowest price. When donors care about fundraising costs and overhead
costs this benefits the United Way in the form of capturing a larger market share because
its monopoly status allows it to reduce transaction, solicitation, and overhead costs.
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Advertising and its costs are not the only factors that affect donor behavior. It has
been proven that the behavior of an individual is affected by what others decide. This
theory is known as the demonstration effect and it assumes that choices made by
individuals are interdependent. Jen Shang and Rachel Croson researched the impacts of
demonstration effects on giving. People use two processes to form accurate views of
themselves; objective standards and social comparisons. Objective standards come into
play when attempting to make a decision on how much to donate towards a campaign and
a donation amount is suggested (donate $5 for cancer)58. Social comparisons become
important when there is no objective standard or the donor believes the suggested
donation amount is not sufficient. When placed in this scenario, individuals will often
compare themselves to similar others and donate the amount that their peers did. Frey
and Meier (2004) demonstrate this effect through a university mailing campaign. In this
study, two mailings were sent out: the first mailing said that 64% of students have
previously donated and the other stated that only 46% have done so59. The results show
that the 3% more students in the group with the high social comparison gave than the
group with the lower social comparison60. This shows that the participation rate is
increased if people perceive that others are participating.
The demonstration effect also has an effect on contribution amount. A study by
Shang and Croson used a telethon campaign for a public radio station to understand the
demonstration effect. During an on-air campaign, potential donors were asked to call in
to donate. When a donor called in, he was given one of two prompts from the
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receptionist. The first prompt stated that another donor called in and contributed $300
then the receptionist asked how much the caller wanted to contribute61. The second
prompt simply asked how much the caller would like to donate. The prompts were
assigned randomly to each caller and the results were surprising. The average
contribution with the high social comparison was $119.70, which is $13 greater than the
average contribution without the social comparison62. This $13 dollar increase would
result in a 12% increase in revenue for the station if all callers had been given the first
prompt63. This proves that social comparisons impact donor behavior and a nonprofit can
greatly improve its revenues by using social comparisons. The United Way uses the
social comparison method to increase donations by displaying donors either on their
website or in their annual report. The United Way can greatly benefit from further use of
social comparisons in marketing campaigns.
Donor behavior can also be affected by the warm glow effect. The warm glow
effect suggests donors receive a benefit from donating to charity. The benefit these
donors get from donating provides them an incentive to donate, and therefore, their
donation is not purely altruistic. There are two types of warm glowers. The first type is
those who give if they can make a difference, they only give when they can make an
impact64. These givers are motivated by gratitude. They expect gratitude in return for
their gift, and they only donate when there is a possibility for gratitude. The second type
of warm glow is the individual who gives simply because they want more of the public
good and therefore benefit from their donation. In this perspective, the contribution
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enters an individual’s utility function twice: once as a private good and once as a public
good65. The following therefore represents the utility function of a warm glower:
Ui=Ui (xi, G, gi)66
Ui represents the utility of the individual, xi is the private goods consumption, G is the
benefit from the public good, and gi is the individual’s donation to the public good. G
and gi are present in the warm glower’s utility function because they derive a benefit
from giving (gi) and they derive a benefit from the addition provision of the public good
(G).
Nunes and Onfri give titles to the two types of warm glow donors described
above: social-oriented donors and ego driven donors. Social oriented donors are those
that get moral satisfaction from contributing to the social good or G. Ego driven donors
are those that receive more satisfaction from the pride or personal benefit derived from
their gift. The motivation for donating is important, but the effect it has on people is of
greater significance. Videras and Owen (2006) found that individuals who contribute to
public goods report higher levels of life satisfaction and happiness than individuals who
do not contribute. This suggests that there is a great incentive for people to donate, for
they will be happier. Warm glow theory gives us another cause for donating that has
very large implications.
The government has a large impact on consumer’s willingness to donate through
the tax effect. The government’s tax rate directly affects the price of donating. The price
of donating is represented by the equation Price= 1-Tp where Tp is the marginal income
tax rate facing the potential donor who itemizes his contribution to a tax-deductible
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organization. This suggests that as the government reduces the tax rate, consumers will
donate less because the costs savings of tax-deductible donations is reduced. Weisbrod
and Dominguez (1986) broaden the definition of price by emphasizing the price of giving
a dollar’s worth of output. Price is represented by the equation, Price= (1-T)/ (1-(A+F)),
where (1-(A+F)) represents the amount the donor must pay the nonprofit for the marginal
dollar of output. Price can therefore adjust when the government changes the tax rate or
when a nonprofit changes its efficiency by reducing its overhead costs.
The government in 1981, under the Reagan administration, made several tax
reductions. The maximum tax rate was reduced from 70% to 50%, and marginal tax rates
were reduced by 25%67. These reductions allow us to analyze the effects of the tax cuts.
Salamon and Clotfelter (1981) constructed a model using the Statistics of Income
provided by the IRS to test the effects of the 1981 tax cut on charitable donations.
According to their model, under constant income and price elasticities, they project that
the tax act will depress individual giving, continuing the decline of charitable giving as a
percentage of income that began in the 1970’s68. Donations in the years to follow did
increase; however, data suggests that if the 1981 tax act had not been enacted, donations
would have been 14.2 billion dollars greater69. This shows the astonishing effect that the
government can have in the nonprofit market, and that future tax cuts could be
detrimental to the nonprofit sector.
Another factor that impacts donor behavior is the age of the nonprofit. Donors
feel more comfortable donating to a non-profit that has given proven results. Long-
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standing nonprofits gain much more trust in the community, and as a result, they receive
more donations. According to Weisbrod and Dominguez, if the nonprofit builds up a
stock of goodwill among potential donors, it affects the donor’s perception of quality70.
The perception of quality affects where the donor places funds. If a potential donor
expects greater output and use of funds by a well established nonprofit like the United
Way, then he will forgo donating to a less established nonprofit that produces less output
of the same service. Age also affects the information asymmetries of the nonprofit
market. The older the nonprofit, the more available information is, and advertising is not
as effective because the information provided by ads has already entered the market.
Weisbrod and Dominguez (1986) support this with empirical findings that show age has a
negative impact on the marginal productivity of additional fundraising71. Age of the
nonprofit, because it affects potential donor’s perceptions of quality, gives older
nonprofits a comparative advantage over newer nonprofit firms. This means that older
nonprofits with certain services will receive more funds than newer nonprofits that fight
new social issues. This may mean that the distribution of funds is not efficient.
Donor Choice Model
The section above describes the factors that affect how much people donate.
When people donate they have two options: donate directly to the charity of their choice
or donate through a federated fund like the United Way. This section will use the factors
described above to demonstrate how an individual decides how much to donate and
where a rational donor would donate funds. I will begin with an individual donor i with a
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utility function Ui=U(G, D) where G is the amount of goods the individual consumes and
D represents the amount the individual donates. The graph below shows this individual’s
indifference curve and his budget constraint. The individual can give all that he has to
charity; use all of his money to purchase goods, or a combination of donating and
consuming goods. Given the budget constraint and the individual’s indifference curves,
the individual would maximize his utility by choosing the indifference curve that is
tangent to the budget constraint (point B in figure 6). The individual would maximize his
utility by donating D1 dollars and consuming G1 goods.
Figure 6
G

B
G1

D1

D
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To maximize utility, the individual must donate and purchase goods in the
amounts that satisfy the equation Ug/Pg=Ud/Pd (see appendix on p.47). Where Ug is the
utility derived from consuming goods, Pg is the price of those goods, Ud is the utility
derived from donating, and Pd is the price of donating. The left hand side of the equation
can be interpreted as the extra utility gained from the last dollar spent on goods.
Likewise, the right hand of the equation is interpreted as the utility gained from the last
dollar spent on donations. The optimal values of D and G must therefore be where the
utility gained from the last dollar spent on D equals G. Suppose this weren’t the case,
and the extra utility gained from the last dollar spent on D exceeded that of G. The
consumer would then spend a dollar less on G and a dollar more on D and end up with
more utility than he had under the original allocation. The consumer would continue to
substitute this way until the marginal utility of the last dollar spent on D equals that of G.
Now, by using similar framework, we can show how an individual decides where
to donate D. There are over a million nonprofits an individual can donate to. Seeing that
a potential donor has set aside a given amount of funds to donate (D), and he wants to
maximize the utility of his donations. Therefore he must choose the right charities.
Consider an individual with a utility function Ui=U(Da,Db) where Da is the amount
donated to charity A, and Db is the amount donated to charity B. Using the maximizing
criteria from above, we assume that the maximizing identity is Uda/Pda=Udb/Pdb. This
states that the marginal utility of an additional dollar spent on Db and Da is the same. If
the donor displays warm glow behavior, then the individual receives utility from a gift.
There are however two types of utility derived from the act of giving. The first type of
utility is utility derived from knowing that your gift benefitted someone. This can be
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shown using the Russell Roberts model where an individual A has the following Utility
function Ua=Ua(Xa,Xc) where Xa is the amount of goods the individual A has and Xc is
that amount of goods individual C has. Therefore individual A derives utility from the
amount of wealth that C has72. The other type of utility is not derived from the wellbeing
of the third party, but rather, the act of giving is what this individual derives utility from.
The donor is indifferent to the recipient’s endowment (Xc), but rather receives utility
simply from giving to the public good73.
The two different types of derived utility can have a large effect on the
maximizing function Uda/Pda=Udb/Pdb. If the individual cares about the utility of a third
party, Xc, then he will care about who Xc is. That is, who benefits from a donation has an
effect on this individual’s utility. An individual that exhibits this type of behavior will
donate to a group that will benefit the target recipient. For example, the marginal utility
of giving to the poor would have a higher utility than giving to Microsoft because the
same donation helps the poor more than it would Microsoft, making the giver happier.
Individuals that exhibit this type of warm glow may even pay a higher price to ensure that
their target audience receives the help they need. However, if the individual cares only
about the amount that he gives, the utilities of Uda and Udb will be identical and the price
of donating will have a larger effect.
The second type of warm glow utility is derived solely from the act of giving.
This person derives utility from the amount they give, not to whom receives the gift.
Therefore the price to donate greatly affects this type of donor because this donor will
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maximize their utility by giving more to the cheaper charity. If we assume that an
individual has amount X to give to charities Da and Db, the donor will give until
Uda/Pda=Udb/Pdb. To test the effects of price, we assume that Uda=Udb and that Pda is twice
as much as Pdb. That means that the potential donor will receive twice as much utility
for the same dollar amount donated if he chooses to donate to charity B because its price
to donate is half of A. Seeing this donor receives twice the utility for the same donation,
he will donate all his resources to charity B. If charity A and charity B represent the
same cause, then the purely altruistic donor will be very conscious of the price to donate
because he can maximize his utility by donating all his funds to the cheaper priced
charity. The United Way is commonly the cheaper charity, and as a result they receive
more donations because when potential donors whom receive the same amount of utility
from their donation (as described above) they will maximize their utility by donating all
their funds to the United Way. The maximizing points for these two types of warm
glowers may be different. Figure 7 shows the allocation for a donor where B is the
cheaper charity and the donor derives their utility from the amount they give. Figure 8
shows the allocation for a donor where the marginal utility from A is greater than B.
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Figures 7 & 8
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The donor may have different preferences as shown above. Yet, despite the
differences the individual is going to donate where Uda/Pda=Udb/Pdb. The differences in
preferences will change the amount that the donor will donate to each charity as figures 7
and 8 show. Figure 9 shows why a donor will donate more to one charity than the other.
The curve representing charity B is larger than that of charity A, suggesting that the
donor gets more utility from charity B. The donor, because he gets more utility from B,
would donate all his funds to B until he reaches the line X. Line X represents the point
where the donor starts deriving utility from a donation to A. The donor will donate until
he reaches a point where the marginal utility of a donation to A equals B, shown by line
E. At this point the donor donates more to B than A, showing a preference for a donation
to B. This preference may be a result of the cause that the charity represents.
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The United Way exhibits several benefits to potential donors that give it a
monopoly advantage. The United Way lowers transaction costs, has lower fundraising
costs, has lower overhead costs, and has sole access to several markets. A donor can
either research to find the right charities or donate to the United Way who has already
done that research. Consider the cost to donate for an individual. The cost to donate of an
individual is Ci=(Pi*I)+(TC*T)+D, where Pi is the price of information, I is the amount of
information, TC is the transaction costs of donating, T is the size of the transaction, and
D is the amount of the donation. If the individual has to do a lot of research, the cost to
donate may be very high. Once he finds the right charity to donate to, getting the
donation to the charity may be very difficult. You may have to cut a check and mail it.
You may also have to drive to the charity’s office and drop it off or make a phone call.
All of these options take time, and the more time it takes to donate, the less time a donor
spends working or enjoying leisure time.
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The United Way, through its paycheck deduction system, dramatically cuts down
on the time it takes to donate. A donation to the United Way also reduces the amount of
time that one has to spend conducting research. The United Way has paid professionals
that sit on allocation committees that allow the United Way to donate wisely. The United
Way conducts research on charities for their donors, so they don’t have to. Donors
simply have to trust that the United Way is donating their money to charities that the
donors would support. The cost to donate to the United Way would be Cuw=(TC*T)+D.
Donating to the United Way rids the consumer of the information cost, because the
United Way does all of the research, and the transaction costs are much lower. This
makes donating to the United Way more efficient for most potential donors, assuming
that Cuw<Ci. If Cuw is less than Ci then many donors will donate to the United Way
instead of collecting information themselves. However, a donor may not donate to the
United Way if he feels that the United Way does not donate to the proper charities.
Theses donors may take on the higher costs to ensure that their donation is allocated to
the charity they deem most worthy. Yet, the United Way gains many donors due to its
lower cost to the individual.
Another advantage that the United Way has is in overhead costs. Smaller charities
have higher overhead costs because they cannot spread the fixed costs out as much as the
United Way. Higher overhead costs in small charities occur because they don’t have as
many volunteers, and they don’t have the technology that the United Way has. The
United Way, because of its size and history, has lower overhead costs and transaction
costs per dollar. The lower overhead costs of the United Way mean that more of a
donation reaches its intended use. The United Way boasts of its low overhead costs of 10
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cents of every dollar donated, which is significantly lower than the 20-30 cents of every
dollar smaller institutions such as the University of Puget Sound must charge. Yet
donors do not strictly donate on the basis of overhead costs. Many donors donate on the
basis of the utility others derive from their donation, so they may derive more utility from
a donation that benefits those who the donor believes need assistance. The United Way
however, has a large advantage on the section of the donation market where costs are
important to the donor.
The final advantage of the United Way is that it is often the only the only charity
allowed to seek donations in the workplace. Many companies do not want several
companies in the workplace seeking funds because it would distract workers and make
them less productive. Seeing that the United Way is the most recognizable nonprofit,
many companies decided to partner with the United Way in hopes to improve their public
image. The United Way’s ability to be the sole entrant into large companies’ workplace
enables it to have a monopoly position. Although the monopoly position is beneficial to
the United Way, it has several negative effects on the charitable market. The United
Way’s monopoly position creates a barrier to entry for several nonprofits, it reduces the
amount of choice in the market, it reduces social welfare, and misallocates resources.
The United Way creates two barriers to entry for other potential nonprofits in the
industry. The first barrier is the fact that companies do not let other nonprofits enter into
the workplace. The United Way, due to its brand recognition, attracts many larger forprofit firms that are looking to improve their public relations. The for-profit firm and the
United Way then enter into an agreement or partnership that allows the United Way
exclusive rights to fundraise within the for-profit company. Therefore, new nonprofits do
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not have access to a very lucrative market (the workplace). The second barrier is the
lack of technology new nonprofits have, which keeps overhead costs high. This means
that new nonprofits will have higher transaction costs and it makes it very difficult for
nonprofits to compete with the United Way on the basis of cost. New nonprofits will also
have very high advertising costs as they need to advertise heavily in an attempt to enter
the nonprofit industry. New nonprofits have higher costs than the United Way, and if the
price to donate is low enough, they will not be able to enter the market as figure 10
shows.
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In figure 10, there are two nonprofits with two different Average Variable Cost
(AVC) curves and Marginal Cost (MC) curves. Nonprofit 1 is the United Way which has
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very low variable costs due to its size and technology. Nonprofit 2, however, is a new
small nonprofit, which has high variable costs. Nonprofit 2 has an AVC curve that is
higher than the market price to donate. This suggests that the nonprofit will actually shut
down or in this case they will not enter the market because they will not be able to keep
costs low enough to be competitive. The United Way, because it can keep transaction
costs low, drives out potential competition. The United Way therefore reduces the
amount of choice that the market offers. A new nonprofit whose activity is to save the
glaciers, for instance, may not enter because it can’t compete with the United Way’s
donation price. Yet, there may exist a potential donor who really cares about glaciers
(cause motivated donor), yet the nonprofit market may not offer the cause that he wants
to support. This individual may not find a substitute cause that he wants to donate to.
The individual may not decide to donate at all. This suggests that the reduction in the
supply may cause a reduction in the demand or desire to donate.
The reduction in the choices available to a donor will reduce the demand for that
donor to donate, resulting in fewer aggregate donations. The reduction in donations will
then lead to a reduction in social welfare. Figure 11 demonstrates the effect the United
Way has on the workplace donation market. In the diagram, S is the number of giving
opportunities that nonprofit organizations offer. A shift to the right would represent an
increase in the opportunities to donate, meaning nonprofits are entering the market. D
represents the number of dollars the donors want to give and once again a shift to right
would demonstrate an increase in the number dollars donors want to give. The X-axis
represents the donative opportunities, so as you move to the right on this axis, it
represents more donative opportunities. The Y-axis is the price of giving a dollar, which
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in this model is the transaction costs of donating plus the overhead costs of the nonprofit.
The figure shows that as you increase the transaction cost, which includes the overhead
costs of nonprofits, more nonprofits enter and the quantity supplied increases because it
moves to the right along the line labeled S. However, as you increase the transaction
costs, the quantity of the number of dollars donors want to donate decreases. As the
transaction costs to donate increase it becomes more inconvenient for donors to donate,
so donors reduce the amount they are willing to donate. These are the basic ramifications
on which the theory of the United Way’s entry deterrence is based.
The United Way deters entry into the nonprofit market in the following manner.
In figure 11 the market for workplace donations represents a competitive market where S
and D intersect at an equilibrium price; P1. P1 represents the transaction costs of the
nonprofits in the market. At the price P1 there is Q number of giving opportunities,
which is the number of nonprofit organizations in the market at that price. When a
nonprofit grows through differentiation and has over 50% market share, like the United
Way, it has several negative impacts on the market. First and foremost, the large market
share means that the United Way can influence the price. That is they can influence how
large the transaction cost are going to be. The United Way may attempt to gain market
share by making it more convenient to donate and lowering the transaction costs. The
lowering in transaction costs would attract cost sensitive donors to donate to the United
Way. The lower costs to donate due to the United Way’s efficiency is beneficial to
consumers, but at the same time it excludes less efficient firms form entering, which has
negative social impacts. Figure 10 demonstrates that a drop in the transaction costs may
decrease the revenues of a small nonprofit below their average variable cost curve and
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force them to leave the market. The number of nonprofits therefore decreases, which is
shown by a leftward shift in the number of giving opportunities from S to S1 in figure 11.
The decrease in the number of opportunities to give has an impact on the number of
dollars donors want to donate.
The decrease in the number of nonprofits causes donors to want to donate less.
This is because I assume that the majority of donors represent those that are cause related
donors, meaning that they want to donate for a specific cause. When the number of
nonprofits decreases, it is likely that the cause donors would like to donate to will no
longer exist and that will reduce the utility that that individual receives to zero and they
will no longer want to donate at all. The decrease in the number of dollars donated,
which is the result of nonprofits leaving the market, will shift the number of dollars
donors want to give from D to D1. The market will then settle at an equilibrium where
the price of giving is P2 and the quantity of nonprofits at this price is Q1. The new market
equilibrium decreases the total amount of social welfare because there are less funds
donated to causes that provide services that increase social welfare. The shaded region
represents the loss in social welfare. The United Way’s exclusive pricing forces
nonprofits to leave the market causing a misallocation of funds. Seeing that there are
fewer nonprofits to donate to, the United Way receives a higher portion of the funds
because donors overvalue the United Way because there are less valuable places to
donate funds.
In addition to the loss of social welfare, donors lose the association value of
donating to a specific nonprofit. The association value of donating to a charity is that you
intimately know the nonprofit that you donate to. The donor feels a connection to a cause
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and a group of people that support the same cause. However, when a donor donates to
the United Way, the United Way has conducted all the research on the nonprofit that they
decide to allocate the funds to, meaning that the United Way donor has forgone the
benefit of the association value. The United Way donor will never know where their
donation is allocated unless they decide to use the donor choice system within the United
Way that allows a donor to donate to whichever charity they desire. The donor choice
system allows a donor to regain the association value, however the donor choice model is
very costly for the United Way and increases its overhead costs.
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The United Way due to its monopoly status in workplace donations may receive
more funds than what is market efficient. The United Way may skew the donor’s
perception of marginal benefit. Figure 12 shows an individual’s distribution between two
nonprofits where A is a small nonprofit and B is the United Way. The United Way due
to its high advertising and brand recognition may receive allocations of funding where
the actual marginal benefit of that donation is very low, but the donor perceives their
donation to have a large impact and therefore overvalues a donation to the United Way.
Figure 12 shows the overvalued marginal benefit curve, B, where the consumer believes
due to advertising, that the benefit of their donation is very high. Given this perceived
marginal benefit the donor will donate the amount Db to charity B and Da to charity A.
They will give these amounts because by giving these amounts the marginal benefit is
equal for both charities, meaning that the donor is donating the optimal amounts to both
charities at the misperceived benefit level. However, knowing that the true marginal
benefit of giving to B is B1, giving Da to charity A is an inefficient amount. This is
because the real marginal benefit gained from an allocation to charity is represented by
the dashed curve B1. If B1 is the actual marginal benefit, that will change the optimal
allocation of donations. If B1 is the true marginal benefit gained from giving to charity B,
then the donor should donate Db to charity B and Da’ to charity A. If the donor donates
any less then Da’, the allocation is inefficient because the marginal benefits of both
charities are not the same. The donor should donate where line MBr intersects curves A
and B, at these points the true marginal benefit of the charities will be the same and the
allocation of donations will be economically efficient.
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Conclusion
I have shown that the United Way has a monopoly position in the workplace
donation market and that this monopoly position has several implications. First is that
the United Way, due to its size and position, has lower fundraising costs as well as lower
transaction costs. The lower costs make the United Way a lucrative choice for those
donors that are price sensitive. The lower transaction costs enable the United Way to
make the price of donating much cheaper by making it more convenient by reducing the
need to gather information. The convenience drives the price down to a level where
many nonprofits cannot enter because they do not have the technology to raise the funds
that would allow them to cover their variable costs. Therefore, the United Way deters
entry into the market through exclusive pricing. The reduction of competition in the
market reduces social welfare by reducing the amount of donations due to a lack of
variety of services provided by nonprofits.
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The United Way therefore exerts its monopoly power in a very different manner
than its for-profit counterparts. Rather than attempting to raise the costs of potential
entrants through capital requirements, as many for profit monopolies do, the United Way
deters entry by reducing the transaction costs and bars entry through contractual
obligations (only one allowed to fundraise in certain workplaces). For-profit monopolies
also reduce prices to deter entry; the one difference is that the United Way reduces costs
because it is more efficient, not because it can afford to predatory price its services. The
United Way’s entry deterring behavior reduces the number of nonprofits in the market
that leads to a reduction in the amount of dollars donors want to give (figure 11). The
reduction in dollars donated means less people are being helped and this reduces social
welfare. Therefore, having one dominate firm in the nonprofit industry is undesirable.
The United Way can help the nonprofit industry reach its full potential by not
behaving in a monopolistic way and deterring entry into the workplace donation market.
The United Way should allow other nonprofits to enter the workplace market so there is a
greater variety of nonprofits for donors to choose from. The United Way should also
share its technology and fundraising tools to allow new nonprofits to have lower variable
costs. The reduction in variable costs will allow the new nonprofits to be competitive and
provide an outlet for donors that want to support their causes. Having more nonprofits in
the market will create a more efficient allocation of donations because there will be a
smaller probability for nonprofits being overvalued. The nonprofit industry will only be
able to maximize output if they take actions to make the nonprofit market more
competitive and efficient.
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Appendix
Ui=U(G,D)-λ(Y-Pg*G-Pd*D)
(1)
Where Pg is the price of consumer goods and G is the amount of consumer goods
purchased. Pd is the price of donations and D is the amount donated. G is the amount of
goods and D is the amount of donations. Y represents the budget constraint of Ui.
By taking the partial derivatives:
∂F/∂G=UG +λPg
(2)
∂F/∂D=UD+λPd
(3)
∂F/∂λ=Y-PgG-PdD
(4)
To maximize the utility of the function we solve all three equations for Ug,Ud, and λ.
We solve for the equations by setting them equal to zero and then solving.
∂F/∂G=UG +λPg=0
(5)
∂F/∂D=UD+λPd=0
(6)
If we divide ∂F/∂G by ∂F/∂D we will have:
(∂F/∂G)/(∂F/∂D)=(UG)/(UD)=(Pg/Pd)
(7)
Equation 7 states that the optimal values of G and D must satisfy the MRS=(Pg/Pd).
Seeing that (∂F/∂G) is the marginal utility of G and (∂F/∂D) is the marginal utility of D
this tells us that the marginal utility of a good is the extra utility obtained per additional
unit of the good consumed. By rearranging the equation we are able to derive the utility
maximizing function.
Ug/Pg=Ud/Pd
(8)
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